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Project Information

ODOT Region

ODFW  In-Water Work Window

NMFS Approval Select Predominant Project Type

County

to

Brief Project Description:

6th Field HUC 

Route

Affected Species

Species Critical Habitat* Species Critical Habitat*

May Effect EFH
Chinook Salmon Coho Salmon Coastal Pelagics Groundfish

Additional 6th Field HUCs

Check if additional HUCs 
are listed below in Project 
Description.

USFW Approval
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Proponent Agency

Key Number

Project Name Beg MP End MP Other Road / Path Name

Anticipated Construction Start Year End Year

E-mailODOT Region Environmental CoordinatorBiologist E-mailPhone

FHWA Contact E-mailPhone

Latitude (e.g. 45.4591° N) Longitude (e.g. -123.8442° W)

6th Field HUC (if applicable)

ODFW  In-Water Work Window

to

to to

*Or proposed Critical Habitat if relevant.

Last Modified
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Project Activities

Activities Requiring Approval from Services (check which apply; explain / justify below)  Not Applicable

Explanation of Activities That Require Approval or Modifications:  Not Applicable

Attachments Needed:

On-site stormwater treatment deficit Relevant plans

Net increase in artificial fill or abandoned fill in the functional floodplain Relevant plans

Unvegetated streambank riprap; any streambank riprap above OHW, or in-stream flow control structures Relevant plans

In-water work extension IWW Variance/Project Change 

Fish passage structure or fishway (including ladder, culvert retrofit, pool-riffle structure, roughened chute) Fish passage plan or plans

Weed control that doesn't meet treatment standards Relevant plans

Blasting in  or near aquatic habitat Blasting plan

Bridge replacement that doesn't meet fluvial performance standards Bridge Supplement

Stream channel modification or waterway enhancement that does not meet design standards Relevant plans

Stormwater flow management (when required) in watershed less than 100 mi2 Drawing or plans

Other modifications to FAHP design standards in the FAHP that may result in direct impacts to covered aquatic resources Relevant plans   

Removal of Kincaid's lupine, Bradshaw's lomatium, or Fender's blue butterfly habitat Relevant plans   

High noise producing work within 300ft of Marbled Murrelet habitat between April 1st & August 5th  Relevant plans   

Removal of mature conifer trees (18" or larger DBH) in Northern Spotted Owl or Marbled Murrelet habitat Relevant plans   
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Check boxes to indicate project activities that may affect covered species or supporting habitat.
General Heavy Construction
Geotechnical Drilling
Material Sources
Mobilization, Staging and Disposal
Erosion, Sedimentation and Pollution Control
Temporary Access Roads
Barges
Temporary Bridges and Treated Materials (Attach Bridge Supplement if Aquatic)

Work Area Isolation
Clearing, Grubbing and Earthwork
Weed Removal
Trees and Down Timber Removal
Blasting

Slope Stabilization and Drainage
Streambank Stabilization and Scour Protection
Culvert and Bridge Removal
Bridge Repair and Rehabilitation (As Relevant, Attach Bridge Supplement)

Bridge Construction (Attach Bridge Supplement if Aquatic)

Pile Driving and Pile Removal (Attach Bridge Supplement if Aquatic)

Culvert Extension, Repair and/or Installation
Painting and Coating
Asphalt and Concrete Paving
Other Permanent Roadway Structures
Site Restoration and Enhancement Plantings 
Channel Modification and Waterway Enhancements (Attach Relevant Plans)

Stormwater Management
Other:
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Stormwater Management  Not Applicable

Is Flow Control Provided?

If Not Required, Why?

Flow Control Design Range: 

Stormwater Manual Cited:

Drainage 
Area Treatment Method BMP

Maint. 
Table*** 

ISA Treated 
 (Acres) Receiving Water

Lower End Point Design Storm

For additional rows, please attach the Stormwater Management Data Page. 
*** ODOT Stormwater Facility Maintenance Tables ( http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/GEOENVIRONMENTAL/pages/omm.aspx) or other (attach). 

Attached Aerial Photo/Site Drawing That Show:  The CIA, Sub-Basins, Drainage Flow Paths, Receiving Waters and BMP Locations.

Comments:

Water Quality Design Storm
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Project Area

Upper End Point Design Storm

Off-Site Treatment Area
**Provide range if variable. If off-site is less than on-site (per ADT Range table, see User's Guide), a greater amount of ISA must be treated and describe below.

Average Daily Traffic**

Stormwater Designer Name, Phone #, E-mail:

Responsible Agency for Stormwater BMPs:

Stormwater Feature Pre-Project Anticipated Post Project
Project Impervious Surface Area (ISA)
Net New ISA (=Pre-Project-Actual Post Project)
Contributing Impervious Area (CIA)
Total ISA Treated On-site
Total ISA Treated Off-site
Stormwater Credits Used*

Total Managed ISA (on- and off-site and credits)
 Net Water Quality Treatment   (=Total Managed ISA-Post Project CIA)

Excess Stormwater Area Treated for Credit* Acres
* Stormwater Credit discussions still underway, please consult with NMFS before using any sort of credit.  

Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres
Acres

Acres
Acres

AcresAcres

Acres
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Anticipated Impact Anticipated Restoration
Habitat Type Linear ft Area Linear ft Area Primary Purpose

Streambank Hardening Below OHW
Riparian Habitat Disturbed

Trees & Woody Debris Anticipated Impacts / Restoration  Not Applicable

List of Attachments

Habitat Impacts / Restoration  Not Applicable

Other Anticipated Avoidance/Minimization Measures, Offsetting Measures and Enhancements  Not Applicable

Activity/Resource Purpose Amount 
On-Site            Off-Site                Units  

* Aquatic Habitat Type(s) Disturbed: Pool Riffle Glide

   Trees Removed  Trees Added

Habitat Type 0-6" 6-18" > 18" # Down Timber 
(LWM) 

# Native Trees 
Planted

# LWM 
Installed Primary Purpose

Riparian Zone

Estuarine Habitat (<300' away)

Electronic Signatures & Authorizations:
The following individuals have reviewed the Notification for accuracy & compliance with the FAHP ESA Consultation (NMFS Ref(2011/02095)) and/or (USFW Cons 
#01EOFW00-2012-F-0020) approve implementation of the project as described here in. A Biologist Qualified by ODOT under its ESA Effects Determination 
Program must review this document and ensure its quality before it is submitted to the FHWA.  Please sign this document electronically & forward appropriately.  

 Not Applicable
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Only if "approval from services required"

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Other information on impacts/restoration/enhancements (attach Additional Information form if more space needed):
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hwyc16r
ODOT Federal-Aid Highway Program ESA-MSA ProgrammaticNotification
Project Information
Affected Species
Species
Critical Habitat*
Designated or Proposed
Species	
Critical Habitat*
Designated or Proposed
May Effect EFH
Additional 6th Field HUCs
1 of 4
*Or proposed Critical Habitat if relevant.
Project Activities
Activities Requiring Approval from Services (check which apply; explain / justify below)
Explanation of Activities That Require Approval or Modifications:
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Attachments Needed:
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
On-site stormwater treatment deficit
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Relevant plans
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Net increase in artificial fill or abandoned fill in the functional floodplain
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Relevant plans
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Unvegetated streambank riprap; any streambank riprap above OHW, or in-stream flow control structures
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Relevant plans
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
In-water work extension 
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
IWW Variance/Project Change 
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Fish passage structure or fishway (including ladder, culvert retrofit, pool-riffle structure, roughened chute)
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Fish passage plan or plans
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Weed control that doesn't meet treatment standards
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Relevant plans
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Blasting in  or near aquatic habitat
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Blasting plan
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Bridge replacement that doesn't meet fluvial performance standards
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Bridge Supplement
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Stream channel modification or waterway enhancement that does not meet design standards
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Relevant plans
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Stormwater flow management (when required) in watershed less than 100 mi2
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Drawing or plans
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Other modifications to FAHP design standards in the FAHP that may result in direct impacts to covered aquatic resources
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Relevant plans			
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Removal of Kincaid's lupine, Bradshaw's lomatium, or Fender's blue butterfly habitat
Relevant plans			
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
High noise producing work within 300ft of Marbled Murrelet habitat between April 1st & August 5th		
Relevant plans			
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
Removal of mature conifer trees (18" or larger DBH) in Northern Spotted Owl or Marbled Murrelet habitat
Relevant plans			
If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.
2 of 4
Check boxes to indicate project activities that may affect covered species or supporting habitat.
Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  
Stormwater Management
Flow Control Design Range:  
Include only if flow control required
Drainage Area
Treatment Method
BMP
Maint. Table***	
ISA Treated
 (Acres)
Receiving Water
For additional rows, please attach the Stormwater Management Data Page.
*** ODOT Stormwater Facility Maintenance Tables ( http://www.oregon.gov/ODOT/HWY/GEOENVIRONMENTAL/pages/omm.aspx) or other (attach). 
Comments:
3 of 4
**Provide range if variable. If off-site is less than on-site (per ADT Range table, see User's Guide), a greater amount of ISA must be treated and describe below.
Average Daily Traffic**
Stormwater Feature
Pre-Project
Anticipated Post Project
Project Impervious Surface Area (ISA)
Net New ISA (=Pre-Project-Actual Post Project)
Contributing Impervious Area (CIA)
Total ISA Treated On-site
Total ISA Treated Off-site
Stormwater Credits Used*
Total Managed ISA (on- and off-site and credits)
 Net Water Quality Treatment   (=Total Managed ISA-Post Project CIA)
Excess Stormwater Area Treated for Credit*
* Stormwater Credit discussions still underway, please consult with NMFS before using any sort of credit.  
Anticipated Impact	
Anticipated Restoration
Habitat Type
Temporary and permanent impacts. Temporary impacts to regulated habitat requires site restoration; permanent typically require offsetting mitigation. 
Linear ft 
Area
Linear ft
Area 
Primary Purpose
Streambank Hardening Below OHW
Critical Metric - Please list the total of linear feet of streambank hardening (riprap).  If replacing existing riprap, make sure you account for that.  Please provide quick explanation below if anything is out of the ordinary.   
Riparian Habitat Disturbed
Critical Metric - This is for riparian area impacts, permanent or temporary.  Please provide explanation below if anything is out of the ordinary.
Trees & Woody Debris Anticipated Impacts / Restoration
List of Attachments
Habitat Impacts / Restoration
Other Anticipated Avoidance/Minimization Measures, Offsetting Measures and Enhancements
Activity/Resource	
Purpose
Offsetting = activities/measures to compensate for take (see PBA Table 9); Enhancements = optional improvements that benefit protected resources.
AmountOn-Site            Off-Site                Units  
* Aquatic Habitat Type(s) Disturbed:
Type(s) of Aquatic Habitats Disturbed.  Select all that apply.
   Trees Removed
 Trees Added
Habitat Type
Temporary and permanent impacts. Temporary impacts to regulated habitat requires site restoration; permanent typically require offsetting mitigation. 
0-6"	
6-18"
> 18"
# Down Timber (LWM)	
# Native Trees Planted
# LWM Installed
Primary Purpose
Riparian Zone
Trees and woody debris removed from the Riparian Zone.
Electronic Signatures & Authorizations:
The following individuals have reviewed the Notification for accuracy & compliance with the FAHP ESA Consultation (NMFS Ref(2011/02095)) and/or (USFW Cons #01EOFW00-2012-F-0020) approve implementation of the project as described here in. A Biologist Qualified by ODOT under its ESA Effects Determination Program must review this document and ensure its quality before it is submitted to the FHWA.  Please sign this document electronically & forward appropriately.  
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Only if "approval from services required"
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
Other information on impacts/restoration/enhancements (attach Additional Information form if more space needed):
	ODOT Region, If project spans multiple regions, use region in charge of project. : Region 2
	Standard Permitted In-Water Work Window.  Only include if there are In-Water Work Activities taking place.: N/A
	Select Notification Type : Action Notification (Approval Required) - NMFS & USFW
	Select most applicable from drop down list, which is based on a combination of ODOT’s STIP funding categories and PDWP Work Types. If a project entails more than one type, select the original project purpose or most prevalent. : Modernization/New Alignment/Bypass
	County, if project spans multiple counties, please use the county with the larger portion of project.  : Lane
	Standard Permitted In-Water Work Window.  Only include if there are In-Water Work Activities taking place.: N/A
	Brief Project Description to describe what is taking place.  Only provide information not provided elsewhere in the form, and only that which is relevant to activities that may affect covered species.  See “Additional Information” form if additional space is necessary, and reference it in this section.  : Franklin Boulevard: I-5 to McVay Highway is a City of Springfield project in the Glenwood community. The first phase of the project, scheduled for construction in 2017, is called OR126B: Mississippi – McVay Highway (KN18865). ESA consultation for KN18865 was already completed in July 2016. This consultation covers the rest of the project corridor, subsequently referred to as Phase 2, which does not currently have construction funding identified but which the City continues to pursue. Phase 2 involves reconstructing the existing 5-lane Franklin Boulevard (Hwy 126B) to a facility with four travel lanes, bike lanes, landscaped medians, sidewalks, and segments of local access lanes (Figures 1 and 2). Phase 2 includes three roundabouts (at Glenwood Boulevard, Henderson Avenue, and Mississippi Avenue) and associated bus turn-out lanes. Phase 2 project elements include: grading, base, paving and drainage of approximately 3,500 feet of roadway; intersection replacement with roundabouts; removal of existing traffic signals; access road between Mississippi Avenue and Henderson Avenue; relocated transit stations; improved curbed sidewalks; separated bikeways; lighting; landscaping; and relocated overhead utilities. No waterways or riparian areas are inside the Area of Potential Impact (API).Total Contributing Impervious Area (CIA) will be about 6.06 acres (Figures 3-5). The drainage system will collect stormwater runoff that sheet flows from the crown of the road and radially from the roundabout shoulders to the center. Runoff from sidewalks will enter the drainage system but sidewalk area is not included in the CIA. Stormwater facility designs follow the current ODOT Hydraulic Manual. Stormwater will be: (1) collected in 5 infiltration planters and 6 infiltration rain gardens, or (2) infiltrated to pervious concrete pavement. The infiltration planters and rain gardens will treat 5.50 acres of CIA. The porous pavement will treat/infiltrate 0.56 acre of CIA. The CIA = the project's Impervious Surface Area (ISA) because the surrounding landscape is nearly level and Phase 2 paving will not alter existing drainage patterns outside the API. Runoff will enter planters through curb inlets. Drainage to rain gardens will be collected by an enclosed stormwater system flowing through a pollution control manhole. Porous pavement will be used for access roadway and parking spaces between Mississippi Avenue and Henderson Avenue. Runoff from the CIA will be infiltrated, after treatment, up to at least the 25-year storm event. The pervious concrete pavement will allow full infiltration exceeding the 25-year storm event. About 0.35 acre of impervious surface area at the western end of the Phase 1 project (that is, 0.24 acre treated, 0.11 acre untreated deficit) will be reconstructed and replaced by Phase 2 facilities, eliminating the Phase 1 deficit on Franklin Boulevard (but not on McVay Hwy).The  current stormwater treatment design is conceptual and may need modification upon further project development/investigations. Modifications will target FAHP stormwater treatment standards at a minimum; otherwise, re-initiation of this consultation will be necessary.
	Secondary 6th Field HUC for Project Area: 170900030404 - Upper Willamette River
	Select Route: OR 126B - Mckenzie - 15
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Include all covered species that project activities may affect at time of year species will be in the action area, keeping in mind that the action area for stormwater impacts may extend all the way to the Pacific Ocean, so include any fish that may be in the lower Columbia River. Do not include species for which the project has been determined to have “No Effect”, or those not covered by the FAHP at the time of project notification. :  Select Species
	Check if Project MAY Affect Designated or Proposed Critical Habitat: 0
	Essential Fish Habitat fish resources that may be affected by the project.: 1
	Essential Fish Habitat fish resources that may be affected by the project.: 1
	Essential Fish Habitat fish resources that may be affected by the project.: 0
	Essential Fish Habitat fish resources that may be affected by the project.: 0
	Only check if there are additional HUCs listed below that are in the project area.: 0
	Select Notification Type : 1
	ODOT or a local agency such as Marion County for example.   Whoever is in charge of the project.: City of Springfield
	Date at which the contents of this document were last modified, excluding signatures.: 2016-11-22
	The official project name, not a nickname.: Franklin Boulevard: I-5 to McVay Highway
	Mile Point of the beginning of the project.  Please list to nearest hundred such as 65.41: 0.4
	Mile Point of the end of the project.  Please list to nearest hundred such as 65.41: 0.9
	If road is not on ODOT highway, please : McVay Highway
	Year that construction is going to start and possible impacts to affected species could occur.  : TBD
	Estimated year that construction will be complete by: TBD
	ODOT REC's name who is in charge of coordinating this project: Adam Roberts
	FHWA Operations Engineer for Region project is in.  : Nick Fortey
	Biologist's e-mail who is filling out this form and is in charge of project.  : smader@ch2m.com
	Biologist's phone number who is filling out this form and is in charge of project.  : 503-736-4312
	FHWA Operations Engineer's e-mail for Region project is in.  : nick.fortey@dot.gov
	FHWA Operations Engineer's phone number for Region project is in.  : 503-316-2165
	Location of site center; in decimal degrees, in the State Plane (NAD) Coordinate System 1983. Likewise, if project spans more than one Route or Road, or more than one County, provide those of the site center.: 44.045356° N
	Location of site center; in decimal degrees, in the State Plane (NAD) Coordinate System 1983. Likewise, if project spans more than one Route or Road, or more than one County, provide those of the site center.: -123.042648° E
	Standard Permitted In-Water Work Window.  Only include if there are In-Water Work Activities taking place.: 
	Standard Permitted In-Water Work Window.  Only include if there are In-Water Work Activities taking place.: 
	Standard Permitted In-Water Work Window.  Only include if there are In-Water Work Activities taking place.: 
	Standard Permitted In-Water Work Window.  Only include if there are In-Water Work Activities taking place.: 
	Standard Permitted In-Water Work Window.  Only include if there are In-Water Work Activities taking place.: 
	Standard Permitted In-Water Work Window.  Only include if there are In-Water Work Activities taking place.: 
	NAApproval: 1
	Explain Activities that Require Approval.  If Space Provided is not Sufficient, Please Attach Additional Information.: 
	NAApprovalJustification: 1
	If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.: 0
	If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.: 0
	If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.: 0
	If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.: 0
	If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.: 0
	If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.: 0
	If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.: 0
	If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.: 0
	If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.: 0
	If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.: 0
	If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.: 0
	If any of these boxes are checked, then NMFS must approve this project after FHWA approves it.   Please explain which activities taking place will require approval from NMFS.: 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 1
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 1
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 1
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 1
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 1
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 1
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 1
	Include all activities associated with the Project Notification that may affect covered species. The list is based on combinations of construction tasks that tend to have similar effects on covered species.  : 0
	NAStormwater: 0
	Detention or infiltration of highway runoff to meet the flow control requirement for the project.  This does not include detention for flood control unless the flood control facility is also designed to meet the flow control criteria.  If “Off-site” or “On and Off-Site” are selected, coordination with NMFS is required.  If “Not Required” is selected the If Not Required, Why box must be filled in.: Not Required
	“Large water bodies” are those with upstream watersheds greater than 100 mi2, lakes, reservoirs and estuaries.  See page 20.  “Increase in post-construction peak flow is less than 0.5 cfs during the 10 year 24 hour storm” refers to the sum of a project’s discharges into a stream.  Any other reason for not providing flow control must be approved by NMFS, and the rational provided in the Comments field.: Increase in post-construction peak runoff rate from new impervious is less than 0.5 cfs during the 10yr, 24hr storm
	For unincised streams, the depth of the 24 hour storm with a return interval equal to the return interval of the stream’s bank overtopping event.  For incised streams the depth of the 10 year 24 hour storm.  Projects discharging to unincised streams may default to the 10 year 24 hours storm.  : 10-Year, 24-Hour Storm
	The default is the ODOT Hydraulics Manual of 2011, but another manual can be entered.  If more than one manual is used, enter the primary manual, and list the others and identify the BMPs they are used for in the Comments field.: ODOT Hydraulic Manual 2014
	This is the portion of the CIA that discharges to a single BMP or BMP treatment train.  Make sure that the designation of the sub-basin is consistent with designation on the Site Drawing.  Indicate Off-Site treatment by inserting “off” before the designating letter, and insert “ex” for agreed upon excess treatment.: 
	Select between On-site infiltration, On-site by surface discharge BMPs, Off-site infiltration or Off-site by surface discharge BMPs (see above). Select “None” if no treatment is provided.  A BMP is considered “infiltration” only if the entire water quality design storm will infiltrate, otherwise it is a surface discharge BMP.  : 
	The most common water quality BMPs are listed, but others can be written in.  If a proprietary BMP is used, enter the manufacturer and the type of facility.  If a treatment train is used, list each BMP separately (sedimentation forebays or traps that are a standard component of a particular BMP do not need to be listed).  Leave this field blank if no treatment is provided.: 
	DropDownList61: 
	This is the area of the Sub-basin identified in the first column.  Enter the area even if no treatment is provided.  If the sub-basin has a treatment train with separately listed BMPs, insert the area for the first listed BMP and place an asterisk in the rest of the boxes for that sub-basin. : Acre(s)
	The jurisdictional water (including wetlands) that the BMP or conveyance system from the sub-basin discharges into.  For infiltration facilities, enter “groundwater” if there is no overflow conveyance to a surface water.  If there is conveyance for overflow from events bigger than the water quality design storm, enter “groundwater/(surface water name)”.: 
	This is the portion of the CIA that discharges to a single BMP or BMP treatment train.  Make sure that the designation of the sub-basin is consistent with designation on the Site Drawing.  Indicate Off-Site treatment by inserting “off” before the designating letter, and insert “ex” for agreed upon excess treatment.: 
	Select between On-site infiltration, On-site by surface discharge BMPs, Off-site infiltration or Off-site by surface discharge BMPs (see above). Select “None” if no treatment is provided.  A BMP is considered “infiltration” only if the entire water quality design storm will infiltrate, otherwise it is a surface discharge BMP.  : 
	DropDownList62: 
	This is the area of the Sub-basin identified in the first column.  Enter the area even if no treatment is provided.  If the sub-basin has a treatment train with separately listed BMPs, insert the area for the first listed BMP and place an asterisk in the rest of the boxes for that sub-basin. : Acre(s)
	The jurisdictional water (including wetlands) that the BMP or conveyance system from the sub-basin discharges into.  For infiltration facilities, enter “groundwater” if there is no overflow conveyance to a surface water.  If there is conveyance for overflow from events bigger than the water quality design storm, enter “groundwater/(surface water name)”.: 
	This is the portion of the CIA that discharges to a single BMP or BMP treatment train.  Make sure that the designation of the sub-basin is consistent with designation on the Site Drawing.  Indicate Off-Site treatment by inserting “off” before the designating letter, and insert “ex” for agreed upon excess treatment.: 
	Select between On-site infiltration, On-site by surface discharge BMPs, Off-site infiltration or Off-site by surface discharge BMPs (see above). Select “None” if no treatment is provided.  A BMP is considered “infiltration” only if the entire water quality design storm will infiltrate, otherwise it is a surface discharge BMP.  : 
	DropDownList63: 
	This is the area of the Sub-basin identified in the first column.  Enter the area even if no treatment is provided.  If the sub-basin has a treatment train with separately listed BMPs, insert the area for the first listed BMP and place an asterisk in the rest of the boxes for that sub-basin. : Acre(s)
	The jurisdictional water (including wetlands) that the BMP or conveyance system from the sub-basin discharges into.  For infiltration facilities, enter “groundwater” if there is no overflow conveyance to a surface water.  If there is conveyance for overflow from events bigger than the water quality design storm, enter “groundwater/(surface water name)”.: 
	This is the portion of the CIA that discharges to a single BMP or BMP treatment train.  Make sure that the designation of the sub-basin is consistent with designation on the Site Drawing.  Indicate Off-Site treatment by inserting “off” before the designating letter, and insert “ex” for agreed upon excess treatment.: 
	Select between On-site infiltration, On-site by surface discharge BMPs, Off-site infiltration or Off-site by surface discharge BMPs (see above). Select “None” if no treatment is provided.  A BMP is considered “infiltration” only if the entire water quality design storm will infiltrate, otherwise it is a surface discharge BMP.  : 
	DropDownList64: 
	This is the area of the Sub-basin identified in the first column.  Enter the area even if no treatment is provided.  If the sub-basin has a treatment train with separately listed BMPs, insert the area for the first listed BMP and place an asterisk in the rest of the boxes for that sub-basin. : Acre(s)
	The jurisdictional water (including wetlands) that the BMP or conveyance system from the sub-basin discharges into.  For infiltration facilities, enter “groundwater” if there is no overflow conveyance to a surface water.  If there is conveyance for overflow from events bigger than the water quality design storm, enter “groundwater/(surface water name)”.: 
	This is the portion of the CIA that discharges to a single BMP or BMP treatment train.  Make sure that the designation of the sub-basin is consistent with designation on the Site Drawing.  Indicate Off-Site treatment by inserting “off” before the designating letter, and insert “ex” for agreed upon excess treatment.: 
	Select between On-site infiltration, On-site by surface discharge BMPs, Off-site infiltration or Off-site by surface discharge BMPs (see above). Select “None” if no treatment is provided.  A BMP is considered “infiltration” only if the entire water quality design storm will infiltrate, otherwise it is a surface discharge BMP.  : 
	DropDownList65: 
	This is the area of the Sub-basin identified in the first column.  Enter the area even if no treatment is provided.  If the sub-basin has a treatment train with separately listed BMPs, insert the area for the first listed BMP and place an asterisk in the rest of the boxes for that sub-basin. : Acre(s)
	The jurisdictional water (including wetlands) that the BMP or conveyance system from the sub-basin discharges into.  For infiltration facilities, enter “groundwater” if there is no overflow conveyance to a surface water.  If there is conveyance for overflow from events bigger than the water quality design storm, enter “groundwater/(surface water name)”.: 
	This is the portion of the CIA that discharges to a single BMP or BMP treatment train.  Make sure that the designation of the sub-basin is consistent with designation on the Site Drawing.  Indicate Off-Site treatment by inserting “off” before the designating letter, and insert “ex” for agreed upon excess treatment.: 
	Select between On-site infiltration, On-site by surface discharge BMPs, Off-site infiltration or Off-site by surface discharge BMPs (see above). Select “None” if no treatment is provided.  A BMP is considered “infiltration” only if the entire water quality design storm will infiltrate, otherwise it is a surface discharge BMP.  : 
	DropDownList66: 
	This is the area of the Sub-basin identified in the first column.  Enter the area even if no treatment is provided.  If the sub-basin has a treatment train with separately listed BMPs, insert the area for the first listed BMP and place an asterisk in the rest of the boxes for that sub-basin. : Acre(s)
	The jurisdictional water (including wetlands) that the BMP or conveyance system from the sub-basin discharges into.  For infiltration facilities, enter “groundwater” if there is no overflow conveyance to a surface water.  If there is conveyance for overflow from events bigger than the water quality design storm, enter “groundwater/(surface water name)”.: 
	Include only if flow control required. The depth of the percentage of the 2 year, 24 hour storm designated for the project’s flood-frequency region.  : inches
	Labeling of the CIA sub-basins should correspond with that on the Treatment Table.  All receiving waters should be given a designation consistent with that used elsewhere on the notification form and in other permit documents, such as CWA 404 permit applications.  The drainage flow paths should clearly show the route from the sub-basin to the BMP and to the receiving water.  Include wetlands that receive highway runoff.  If off-site treatment is being used, include an aerial photo or site drawing of the off-site CIA and sub-basins, flow paths, BMP locations and receiving waters.: 1
	Use this field for additional information for any of the above fields, explanations for any modifications of the stormwater design criteria in the FAHP, and description of agreements with NMFS on modifications or mitigation.  When on-site management of stormwater is deemed not practical, concisely and specifically list the factors leading to that decision, and provide the location of the agreed upon mitigation.  If the project has excess treatment, give the location, type of BMP, and service area or projects it will be used for, as agreed to by NMFS.: See Figures 1-5 for stormwater facility plans, Figures 6-8 for stormwater facility details, and Attachments A-E for floodplains, soils, geotechnical, and inlet and conveyance calculations. The project will improve water quality in two ways. First, stormwater discharges from public R/W will be treated prior to infiltration. The project will result in a net reduction in total impervious surface area within and outside the existing ROW. Second, net reduction of ISA will be accomplished by removal of existing pavement and replacement by pervious landscaping. Pavement removal will occur northeast of the Glenwood Boulevard roundabout, northeast of the Henderson Avenue roundabout, at ends of barricaded local streets, and in the roundabout centers. Figures 3-5 show the drainage catchments draining into each treatment/infiltration facility. Drainage sizes are provided in tables on Figures 3-5 and Attachment E.Infiltration planters will have ponding depths of 7-12", with sufficient size to allow flow to reach hydraulic equilibrium and be fully treated. These planters typically will be sized for an additional 10% capacity. Growing medium will be 30–40% plant-derived compost by volume, blended with loamy soil and sand.Rain gardens will have a total depth of four feet, but the storage depth of the rain gardens will be 24”. The rain gardens will be sized for additional 6-10% capacity. Growing medium will be as specified for infiltration planters.The pervious concrete pavement between Henderson and Mississippi Avenues will be 9” thick with a 12” open graded aggregate base for storage before infiltration. The two porous access roads effectively reduce the amount of impervious surface area within the project limits.  Growing mediumThe 2-year 24 hour rain event for Springfield is 3.5”; therefore, the WQDS is 50% of the 2-year, or 1.75” in 24 hours. The engineered infiltration planters, rain gardens, and pervious concrete designed for this project will treat and infiltrate at least the 25-year rain event, which is 4.8” in 24 hours without a factor of safety. Therefore, the project is treating 4.8"/1.75" = 2.75 times the stormwater volume of the WQDS. Excess equivalent CIA treated will be 1.75 * 6.06 acres = 10.6 acres. However, if the treatment of flow exceeding the WQDS is assumed only 10% effective, stormwater quality offset equivalent could be 0.10 * 6.06 = 0.61 ac. Facility maintenance for infiltration planters and rain gardens conform to a project-specific Operation & Maintenance Manual (Attachment F). Maintenance of infiltration rain gardens will follow ODOT Maintenance Tables #1 and 3, Special Maintenance Requirements (Table 8 of Attachment F), and additional maintenance procedures of the City of Eugene’s Stormwater System Operations and Maintenance Manual (Appendix B of Attachment F). 
	The depth of the percentage of the 2 year 24 hour storm designated for the climate region of the project.  See page users guide for more information: 1.75 inches
	The projected ADT of the highway discharging to the off-site BMP.  If more than one off-site location is used and the ADT classes are different, note the locations and their ADTs in the Comments field.  For mitigation purposes, the pollutant load and concentration from highways within the same ADT class are considered equivalent.  When the project area and off-site highways have different ADT classes, but are numerically close they are also considered equivalent, but this should be discussed with NMFS during coordination and specifically explained in the Comments field.: 0
	For unincised streams, the depth of the 24 hour storm with a return interval equal to the return interval of the stream’s bank overtopping event.  For incised streams the depth of the 10 year 24 hour storm.  Projects discharging to unincised streams may default to the 10 year 24 hours storm.  : inches
	If there are hydraulically designed BMPs, list the Stormwater (Hydraulic) Engineer, otherwise list the designer responsible for drainage design.  If more than one designer contributed to the water quality and flow control elements, list the others in the Comments field.: Theresa Ring, 503-872-4564, Theresa.Ring@ch2m.com
	Who is responsible for the continued maintenance of the stormwater treatment facilities installed?: City of Springfield
	The impervious area outside of a project’s CIA that is treated that is greater than that needed to meet any mitigation requirement for the project.  The Excess Treatment area is to be included in the Off-site treatment area, and should be described with the ADT and local land use in the Comments field.  Consult with NMFS before declaring or using any sort of credit.: 0.00000000
	 This field is auto calculated.: 0.00000000
	Total Impervious  Surface Area that is calculated from the Total ISA Treated On-Site, Total ISA Treated Off-Site and the Stormwater Credits Used fields above.  This field is auto calculated.: 6.06000000
	Treatment from another projects excess treatment that is being used to offset this projects deficit.  Please consult with NMFS before using this method.: 0.00000000
	Treatment of runoff from outside a project’s CIA.  This includes treatment in facilities that are outside the project area, and possibly in a different sub-watershed, and at facilities that are in the project area but receive some stormwater from outside the project’s CIA.  In the latter case, a BMP may provide both on-site and off-site treatment.  Off-site treatment is usually for mitigation for a project’s treatment shortfall, but may include excess treatment designated for use on a future project.  When a BMP treats both on-site and off-site runoff, the treated on-site area should be entered in the On-site Treatment box and that of the off-site area in the Off-site Treatment box.: 0.00000000
	Treatment provided to runoff from a project’s CIA.  This includes treatment in facilities that are within or adjacent to the project, and at facilities that may be at some remove but treat the project’s stormwater.: 6.06000000
	The pre-project area subtracted from the post-project area.  A reduction in the imperious area should be recorded with a minus sign.  This field is auto calculated.: -3.61000000
	The amount of paved area directly affected by the project, defined by the paving limits.  The pre-project and post-project areas are defined by the same limits’ locations.: 6.06000000
	All the project impervious area, plus impervious surface area owned or controlled by the transportation agency that drains onto the project impervious area, or drains through the project’s drainage system, if the drainage system is modified by the project.  The CIA is always equal to or greater than the Project Impervious Area.  The project is responsible for providing treatment of runoff from the CIA.: 6.06000000
	All the project impervious area, plus impervious surface area owned or controlled by the transportation agency that drains onto the project impervious area, or drains through the project’s drainage system, if the drainage system is modified by the project.  The CIA is always equal to or greater than the Project Impervious Area.  The project is responsible for providing treatment of runoff from the CIA.: 9.67000000
	The amount of paved area directly affected by the project, defined by the paving limits.  The pre-project and post-project areas are defined by the same limits’ locations.: 9.67000000
	AILft1: 0 ft
	ARLft1: 0 ft
	Offsetting = activities/measures to compensate for take (see PBA Table 9); Enhancements = optional improvements that benefit protected resources.: 
	AILArea2: 0 ft
	ARLArea2: 0 ft
	Offsetting = activities/measures to compensate for take (see PBA Table 9); Enhancements = optional improvements that benefit protected resources.: 
	Habitat Types that are being impacted.  Please use large text box below to explain anything out of the ordinary.: 
	AILft3: ft
	AILArea3: ft
	ARLft3: ft
	ARLArea3: ft
	Offsetting = activities/measures to compensate for take (see PBA Table 9); Enhancements = optional improvements that benefit protected resources.: 
	Habitat Types that are being impacted.  Please use large text box below to explain anything out of the ordinary.: 
	AILft5: ft
	AILArea4: ft
	ARLft4: ft
	ARLArea4: ft
	Offsetting = activities/measures to compensate for take (see PBA Table 9); Enhancements = optional improvements that benefit protected resources.: 
	Habitat Types that are being impacted.  Please use large text box below to explain anything out of the ordinary.: 
	AILft4: ft
	AILArea5: ft
	ARLft5: ft
	ARLArea5: ft
	Offsetting = activities/measures to compensate for take (see PBA Table 9); Enhancements = optional improvements that benefit protected resources.: 
	NATreesWood: 1
	List any applicable attachments that are being submitted with this notification form.  This reminds readers of this form that additional information is available if needed.  : Relevant Plans/Special Provisions
	HabitatNA: 1
	NAOther: 1
	Select Activity or Resource that was avoided, offset, or restored.   : 
	The purpose of the action: 
	Select a quantity and unit type to measure this specific action.  Please describe below if there is anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Select a quantity and unit type to measure this specific action.  Please describe below if there is anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Select a quantity and unit type to measure this specific action.  Please describe below if there is anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Select Activity or Resource that was avoided, offset, or restored.   : 
	The purpose of the action: 
	Select a quantity and unit type to measure this specific action.  Please describe below if there is anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Select a quantity and unit type to measure this specific action.  Please describe below if there is anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Select a quantity and unit type to measure this specific action.  Please describe below if there is anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Select Activity or Resource that was avoided, offset, or restored.   : 
	The purpose of the action: 
	Select a quantity and unit type to measure this specific action.  Please describe below if there is anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Select a quantity and unit type to measure this specific action.  Please describe below if there is anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Select a quantity and unit type to measure this specific action.  Please describe below if there is anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Select Activity or Resource that was avoided, offset, or restored.   : 
	The purpose of the action: 
	Select a quantity and unit type to measure this specific action.  Please describe below if there is anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Select a quantity and unit type to measure this specific action.  Please describe below if there is anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Select a quantity and unit type to measure this specific action.  Please describe below if there is anything out of the ordinary.: 
	List any applicable attachments that are being submitted with this notification form.  This reminds readers of this form that additional information is available if needed.  : Additional Information
	List any applicable attachments that are being submitted with this notification form.  This reminds readers of this form that additional information is available if needed.  : 
	List any applicable attachments that are being submitted with this notification form.  This reminds readers of this form that additional information is available if needed.  : 
	List any applicable attachments that are being submitted with this notification form.  This reminds readers of this form that additional information is available if needed.  : 
	List any applicable attachments that are being submitted with this notification form.  This reminds readers of this form that additional information is available if needed.  : 
	Type(s) of Aquatic Habitats Disturbed.  Select all that apply.: 0
	Type(s) of Aquatic Habitats Disturbed.  Select all that apply.: 0
	Type(s) of Aquatic Habitats Disturbed.  Select all that apply.: 0
	Quantity and size of trees being removed: 0.00000000
	Quantity and size of trees being removed: 0.00000000
	Quantity and size of trees being removed: 0.00000000
	Large Woody Material / Large Woody Debris being removed.: 0.00000000
	Quantity of Native Trees Planted: 
	Large Woody Material / Large Woody Debris being installed.: 
	Offsetting = activities/measures to compensate for take (see PBA Table 9); Enhancements = optional improvements that benefit protected resources.: 
	Habitat Types that are being impacted.  Please use large text box below to explain anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Quantity and size of trees being removed: 
	Quantity and size of trees being removed: 
	Quantity and size of trees being removed: 
	Large Woody Material / Large Woody Debris being removed.: 
	Quantity of Native Trees Planted: 
	Large Woody Material / Large Woody Debris being installed.: 
	Offsetting = activities/measures to compensate for take (see PBA Table 9); Enhancements = optional improvements that benefit protected resources.: 
	Habitat Types that are being impacted.  Please use large text box below to explain anything out of the ordinary.: 
	Quantity and size of trees being removed: 
	Quantity and size of trees being removed: 
	Quantity and size of trees being removed: 
	Large Woody Material / Large Woody Debris being removed.: 
	Quantity of Native Trees Planted: 
	Large Woody Material / Large Woody Debris being installed.: 
	Offsetting = activities/measures to compensate for take (see PBA Table 9); Enhancements = optional improvements that benefit protected resources.: 
	Habitat Types that are being impacted.  Please use large text box below to explain anything out of the ordinary.: 
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